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March has been incredible! VIS has immensely celebrated this month.

It is composed of many diverse events - Women’s day, student-led

conference, STEM week, quizzicle and end of term exams.

This month, Year 8, as a part of our English Term 2 project, are

hijacking the newsletter! If we see implicitly, the world today is also

being hijacked. Russia is hijacking Ukraine, resulting in many

innocent deaths; women are hijacking their equal rights with men;

students hijacked the STEM week; students hijacked the top positions

in quizzicle which was a proud moment for VIS; students hijacked

the opportunity of educating people about various subjects during the

course of the student led conference; students hijacked the chance of

portraying their knowledge during the end of term exams.

In our school, students boost their confidence drastically, explore

new aspects and concepts and are given exposure to the outside

world. In contradiction, it also has some negative effects on the

world and ruins the desire for world peace. The best example is the

war between Russia and Ukraine. It costed the lives of many people

and decreased the confidence of living peacefully in them. 

EDITORIAL
By Laasya and Rishitha ( Year 8 )
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The world is currently dealing with a

major impact, which is known as the

Russia-Ukraine war. The war is one of

the most significant conflicts between

the two nations. The Russo-Ukrainian

the name given to the conflict between

Russia and Ukraine, the cold war that

started in 2014 as the aftermath of the

Revolution of Dignity which has been

going on for the last 8 years. The

current war that began on the 24th of

February 2022, is the result of this

conflict. The war has made several

people lose their lives during the war;

the data says that at least 16K people

died in the war till date of writing this

article. 

The Ravaging War
 By Nandini Maheshwari and Bandi Laasya Sri Lakshmi (Year 8)
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The war in Ukraine has created a humanitarian

disaster and because of that, the number of people

fleeing the country may rise to 5 million in the

coming weeks and months. Ukraine has almost

lost 119 billion dollars on property damage and at

least 1.7K buildings have been destroyed.

Approximately 3.3 million people have been

displaced due to the ongoing war. What is the

reason for this conflict? Russia never wanted

Ukraine to join NATO (North Atlantic Treaty

Organisation) forces, Russia wants to demilitarise

Ukraine. As per Russia, they want to protect their

people who are suffering under the Ukrainian

government for years. Hence the war.  

 3.3 million 
people have been 
displaced

Here are a few updates 
about the war:



Hi everyone, I am Devanshi. I secured first place in the Essay Writing

Competition about Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose. This event took place

mainly to appreciate the Hindi language and Nethaji Subhas Chandra Bose’s

contribution to India. It was organised as part of India @75 Azadi Ka Amrit

Mahotsav celebration by the High Commission of India, Kuala Lumpur. I

received my prize in Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Indian Cultural Centre,

Kuala Lumpur on 24 th of March. Six other schools participated in the

competition. I gathered all the information I could and started writing.

Though it was hard, I felt it was challenging and enjoyable. I was honoured

to receive the prize. I would like to thank all of my parents and teachers,

especially Ms.Juhi as well as the Indian High Commission for giving me and

my classmate, Sarathvi an opportunity to participate in this competition. 
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 By Devanshi and Sarathvi - Year 7

Essay Writing Competition (High Commission of India)
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STEM stands for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.

Every term, Valley International School (VIS) assigns tasks to

students in classes 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 based on science, technology,

engineering, and maths. 

By : Shree Sai Raam ( Year 8 ) 

STEM WEEK 2021-22

Maths
The Year 9 students created a poster about the Nth term of an arithmetic sequence,which is a formula

that allows us to find any term in a sequence of numbers. Year 8 was tasked with creating a

symmetrical diagram and explaining a real-life example of symmetry in everyday objects, which they

have done marvellously. Year 7 was tasked with creating a poster about time zones of the Wonders of

the World, which they did fantastically! Year 6 did a project whereby they had to make 3D-shaped

buildings using cardboards. They were divided into three groups, and each group had to construct a

building using shapes such as cuboids, hexagonal prisms, triangular prisms, and so on. Finally, Year 5

created a real-life model of a 3D-shape of a kaleidoscope using a triangular prism. . 

Engineering
Year 8 and 7 were divided into two groups for engineering and were

given the task of building a racing car out of EV3 bricks. The

difficult part was that they didn't receive any manuals or

programming codes. Without any instructions, the task was to be

completed. The classes felt challenging and therefore extremely fun. 

Science
Devika, Mohana, and Hani, our seniors, provided an excellent

explanation of our population growth. The Year 8 produced a variety

of well-prepared experiments, with each student conducting a

different experiment on a different topic. Year 5 created a light

source (anything that produces light is referred to as a light source)

drawing. They created two drawings regarding light sources: a

campfire and a thunderstorm, which was fantastic.
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Student-Led Conference 2022

On the 26th of February, all the students of Valley International School took part in an event

which takes place every term. It is the Student-Led Conference. This year, it happened virtually.

The students choose their respective subjects and topics. Then, they started to research their

content. They were given 1 week for preparation and coaching from their particular subject

teachers. Some of them prepared PowerPoint presentations, some managed to create posters, while

some used Google slides as their platform for their presentation.

The students were allocated a time slot of 5 minutes to present their topics for SLC. The criteria

for the allocation of marks was based on 5 points namely presentation, confidence &amp; clarity,

content, development skills and interaction. This brought to a total of 10 marks.

During my SLC session, my presentation went well according to what I had planned. My subject

was Robotics wherein I presented on ‘Colour Sensors Programming’. It was actually on a theory of

how robots can scan multiple colours for the movement and coordination of the EV3 Robot. The

presentation went smoothly however there were some questions from the floor. I was awarded 8

marks out of 10. Overall, the SLC boosted my confidence and speaking skills.

During the SLC, Krithik Adav from year 3C showcased his project. 
Flower Vase-making. 

He incorporated the artistic concepts of Shape, Space, Color, Value, Texture,
Lines. 



"Winning doesn't always mean being first. Winning means you're doing better than you've ever

done before."-Bonnie Blair.

This year’s Intercampus Quizzicle 2022 was indeed a blast. On the 1st of March, the final round for

online quiz competition was held virtually. 9 campuses took part in the formal event namely

campuses from Chennai, Coimbatore, Ambattur, Bangalore, Kuala Lumpur, Kochi, Tirupur, Karur

and Madurai.

 

As one of the Quiz Masters for grade 1/ Year 2, I felt honoured to host the event with these

brilliant learners. Everyone tried their level best to answer the tough quizzes. I would like to also

take this opportunity to congratulate the winners of this year’s quiz competition. These are as

follows.

 

 

These are the individuals that made our school proud. Kudos to my core team members for

helping me throughout the event. Although having many trials and tribulations, it went quite

smoothly, I must say. Looking forward to next year’s Quizzicle. 

Signing off,

Brendan Wong.
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Intercampus Quizzicle 2022

 Year 2- Lasritha (Y2A) and Rukhsar (Y2B) (2nd placing)

Year 3 – Tanay (Y3C) and Anvi (Y3C) (3rd placing)

Year 4 – Lukesh (Y4A) and Aarshini (Y4B) (3rd Placing)

Year 5 – Aathaliya and Aarya (Consolation)

Year 6 – Hruthvik and Rinish ( 1st Placing)
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Intercampus Quizzicle 2022
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By: Anvi Srivastava (Year 3)

QUIZZICLE 2022

A month ago, in February, I participated in Quizzicle 2022. Here I would like to share my experience;

how and why I wanted to be a part of Quizzicle 2022.

I wanted to participate in the quizzicle to test my mind and since I have not won any competition for

some time now. Now you may think how I won. I did it with continuous practice. Next is what

happened in the quizzicle!!! There were 9 campuses which took part in the competition, including my

campus, Kuala Lumpur. Tanay was my co-participant. He is my classmate and my best friend too. 

My quizzicle experience was awesome, and I enjoyed it a lot. I also saw other teachers and friends in

the quizzicle. The questions were a little hard for me, and other participants from other campuses

were also very intelligent. They all were energetic and high in spirit! The question patterns were

multiple choices, direct questions, and unlocked the grids.

We won 3rd place and received a certificate too. We couldn’t answer a few questions but we are

grateful we won 3rd place. At the end, the organizers showed slides of the winners. 

Quizzicle- what a wonderful experience!

Thank you!
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By Mr.Colin (PE & PA)

Sports Injuries and Treatments

Injuries are common and bound to happen when children engage in physical

activity and sports. There are several ways where injuries can occur, these

include insufficient warm up and cooldown, collisions, falling on hard

surfaces, impact from objects, sudden twisting, and inadequate protection

within the sports environment. Students from year 4 to year 8 groups were

introduced to the types of sports injuries and treatments. They were educated

and assessed on ways of approaching and identifying injuries as well as

applying adequate treatments. The lesson on dressing of wounds, bandaging

techniques, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) are critical to prevent

any unforeseen circumstances during sporting events.
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By Mr.Colin (PE & PA)

Beats of VIS

The students of VIS from Foundation to Year 8 groups joined the introductory lessons

on musical instruments mainly on percussion organised by the PA department. The

percussion instruments used include Maracas, Triangle, Wood Block, and castanets.

The students were guided through the lesson and were required to compose their own

musical sequence with the instruments provided. As a result, they performed the

selected song by combining the musical sequences.
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E-Gallery

Robotics 
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Special thanks to Year 8 students: 

Rishitha, Laasya, Lakshmi, Andrea, Nandini, 

Sai Raam & Dhanvanth

 

Gratitude

Our sincere appreciation to the Newsletter Team:

President: Devika

Vice President: Mohana

Illustrator Lead:Hani

Publisher Lead: Dhanvanth

 

Thanks to all the contributing teachers:

Ms.Zarith, Mr.Brendan, Mr.Ravi, Mr.Colin,

Ms.Shamala, Ms.Khayal & Ms.Rathi
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